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“Touch comes before sight, before speech.
It is the first language and last and it always tells the truth”

“Sense of Touch” Collection invites to go 

through sensorial experience in virtue of 

researching new textures, making the surfaces 

more interesting and stimulating. 

The precious materials, like parchment, 

selenite and mica stones were approached 

and connected though new horizons  and  also 

the straw, a material particularly inspiring for

 Alchymia atelier since early,  this time is 

presented in a new contemporary role. 

The collection is also about return to the nature, 

inspired by fluid movements of water, by 

enchanted forest, by shimmering skies,  giving 

to the collection a touch of softness and a 

majesty vibration at the same time.  

Scenographic elements complete the sense of 

perception of the new design concept.





Pure Moons (Door)

Double main door composed of iron structure 

and engraved hinged doors in ivory mother of 

pearl lacquered with circular inserts finished with

straw in 2 different colors and with lunar pattern 

in bronzed liquid metal finishing, same finish on 

both sides. 

Perimeter profile in burnished brass and handles 

with lunar pattern in bronzed liquid metal finishing.









Midnight

Decorative wall made with radially blue 

straw applied. 

Perimeter frames lacquered with a dark 

bronze metallic effect.

Vega

Cabinet with metal structure in bronze 

finishing composed of 6 hinged doors 

with hand painted glasses applied.

Top and sides with hand painted glasses, 

internal part in glossy grey lacquered. 

Profiles and handles in bronzed metal.

Eclisse

Table lamp composed of a white onyx 

plate with structure in gold plated brass.





Forest Rain

Decorative wall composed of a background panel in mother of 

pearl resin with handmade decoration in relief and bronzed 

liquid metal finishing. 

Perimeter profile in burnished brass and external wooden 

frame lacquered with a dark bronze metallic effect.

Mizar

Cabinet with structure in glossy grey parchment.

Legs, profiles and handles in gold plated brass. 

Hinged doors covered with mica on front part and

 internally lacquered in glossy light grey finishing.





Estella 2019

Armchair fully upholstered with nubuck 

fabric and base lacquered in bronzed 

metallic effect. 

No 2 decorative cushions upholstered 

with fabric included



Charms

Side table with white/green onyx and blue straw top 

and structure in burnished bronzed metal.



Cocoon

Coffee table with wooden structure lacquered in 

bronzed metallic effect and glass top hand painted. 

Profile in burnished brass.





River White

Decorative wall matt white lacquered with tridimensional

effect, Led lighting system integrated into the composition 

and perimeter profile lacquered in burnished brass metallic 

effect. External wooden frame lacquered with a dark bronze 

metallic effect.

Etna

Table composed of top covered with glossy grey parchment 

and legs with lunar pattern in bronzed liquid metal finishing.

Butterfly
Decorative wall in Gray Pama veneer with leaves inlayed in 

rable and different colors of sycamore.











Zeus

Bar cabinet with metal structure in bronze finishing composed of 4 hinged doors with hand painted glasses applied. Top and 

sides covered with hand painted glasses, profiles and handles in bronze finishing. Internal part covered with mirror, equipped 

with extractable shelves covered in ecofriendly leather with led lighting included and 2 drawers with ecofriendly placemat. 

Internal part lacquered in glossy grey finishing.



Sparkling Mira

Chair upholstered on the internal backrest and seat with

fabric, external backrest upholstered with nabuk. 

Decorative band lacquered in bronzed metallic effect 

and tip on the legs in burnished bronzed metal.



Eramosa Soft

Sofa fully upholstered with fabric.

Aran

Floor lamp composed of wooden structure lacquered in bronzed 

metal effect, shade in ivory fabric with profiles in bronzed metal. 

Circular base in bronzed metal.

Lunar

Curved decorative walls in bronzed liquid metal with luna pattern effect.



Selene

Table with top and base lacquered in ivory mother of pearl with profiles in 

gold plated brass. 

Rings covered with selenite and profiles in gold plated brass.





Fahrenheit

Decorative wall composed by grey parchment, 

elements lacquered in white mother of pearl 

finishing and bronzed mirror with decorative 

profiles in hammered brass and gold plated 

finishing.



“The soul of Alchymia is the creative competence, the 

perfect combination of precious materials, construed 

to an elegant, luxury, contemporary key that stays 

behind every invention and innovation.” 

 

Giuditta Doro
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The printing process does not permit a faithful reproduction of 

colours and tones as comoared to the original.

The final piece could be different from the shown image as each 
item is unique and handmade.

Alchymia reserves the right to change, at any time without prior 

warning, the technical specifications and dimention of the items.
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